Online Appendix I: Details of Survey Questions
At the outset of the survey, respondents were told that "The next questions are about the vehicles you own and the time when you bought them. We know that some of the questions may be hard to answer. If you don't know the exact answer, just give your best guess. If you ever want to go back and change a previous answer, just click on the "Back"buttons." The body of the survey then had four parts, each with several questions.
Part 1
In Part 1, respondents were asked about their current vehicle: In order to precisely match the respondent's current vehicle to its fuel economy rating, respondents were asked to report the transmission type (automatic or manual), drive type (e.g. two-wheel drive vs. all-wheel drive), and engine size in cylinders and liters. The response to Q1.1 is denoted below as [current vehicle], while the response to Q1.2 is denoted as [purchase year].
Part 2
In Part 2, respondents were asked about fuel costs for their current vehicle. Respondents were randomized into one of two frames, "Flow" and "Total." In the former frame, respondents were asked to report the ‡ow of gasoline costs for their vehicle. They were allowed to answer per week, per month, or per year. In the "Total" frame, respondents were asked to report the total anticipated fuel costs over the remainder of the time that they would own it. The questions were: Q2.1: What type of fuel do you usually put in your vehicle?
The answer to this question is denoted below as [fuel] . The options were regular, midgrade, and premium gasoline, diesel, E85 (ethanol), liqui…ed propane gas, and compressed natural gas. The responses to Part 2 are used to construct the annualized gas cost and vehicle-miles traveled for the current vehicle, denoted G io and m i , respectively. For the Total Group, responses are in real dollars. 1
Part 3
In Part 3, respondents were asked about the counterfactual fuel costs if they had instead bought their second choice vehicle. The Flow and Total frames were maintained, and respondents in each frame were additionally randomized into either the "Absolute" or "Relative" frame. In the "Relative" frame, respondents were asked to report the savings or additional costs for fuel for their second choice vehicle relative to their current vehicle. In the "Absolute" frame, they were simply asked about the level of fuel costs for their second choice vehicle. The questions were: As in Q1.1, respondents reported make, model, model year, transmission type, drive type, and engine size, so that the second choice vehicle's MPG can be precisely determined. This was also used to determine the fuel type of the second choice vehicle (e.g. premium, regular, diesel, etc.), which is denoted [second fuel] below.
1 It was anticipated that respondents would naturally think about future amounts in real dollars. To reinforce this, respondents in the "Total" group were told at the beginning of the survey: "Some questions will ask you to think about payments you'll make in the future. For these questions, assume that although the prices of particular goods might change, there will be zero in ‡ation of average consumer prices. (If you happen to know about "nominal" and "real" dollars, this means you should think of your answers in "real" dollars. If you don't know what this means, don't worry about it.)" Q3.2: Does your "second choice" vehicle get better or worse MPG than your current vehicle?
The possible responses to this question were "Better," "Worse," and "Exactly the Same." In all groups in Parts 3 and 4, the instructions also said, "Include money spent by you and by others for fuel for the vehicle. Assume that you drove it the same amount as your current vehicle.
Just give your best guess."
Part 4
In Part 4, respondents were asked about the counterfactual fuel costs if they instead owned a "replacement vehicle" that was the same as their current vehicle except that it got di¤erent fuel economy. The MPG di¤erence was randomly selected from the set {-10, -8, -7, -5, -3, -2, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10}. The same two-by-two matrix of frames from Part 3 was maintained in this question, with similar wording. For example, for a respondent who owned a 22 MPG vehicle and was assigned an MPG di¤erence of 3, Question 4.1AF would have read as:
The o¢ cial rated miles per gallon (MPG) for your vehicle is 22 MPG. For this question, imagine that instead of your vehicle, you had a "replacement vehicle" that was rated 25 MPG. Because the "replacement vehicle"gets 3 MPG better than your vehicle, you would spend less on gasoline. At the current gas price, how much money do you think would be spent to buy gas for your "replacement vehicle"? basis. Respondents were shown a table of seven vehicles, their pictures, and their MPG ratings, which is reproduced as Appendix Figure 1 . In all conditions in Parts 3 and 4, respondents were also told to assume that they drove the alternative vehicle the same amount as their current vehicle.
Online Appendix II: Eliminating Outliers
A series of steps were taken to elicit true beliefs while eliminating any keying errors and thoughtless answers. First, during the survey itself, answers that were obviously internally inconsistent or improbably small or large were automatically ‡agged, and respondents encouraged either to con…rm or rethink their answers. For example, in Q2.2F or Q2.3T, if a respondent entered that the current or expected future gasoline cost was more than $10 or less than $1 per gallon, the computer displayed:
"You responded that you think that regular gasoline will cost [X] per gallon. Please click "Next" if that is correct, or make a change if it is not correct." If in Q2.3F or Q2.4T, the respondent reported spending more than $25,000 or less than $100 per year on gas costs, the computer displayed: "You responded that [X] is spent on [fuel]. Please click "Next" if this is correct, or make a change if it is not correct."
As a further example, if the respondent reports that his second choice vehicle gets worse MPG but entails lower gas costs, the computer displayed: "Earlier, you said that you think that your "second choice vehicle" gets worse MPG than the vehicle you own. This means that that your "second choice vehicle" uses more gasoline per mile than the vehicle you own. But then you said that you would have spent less money on gasoline if you instead owned the second choice and drove it the same amount. Please go back and change."
The second step was to manually change responses that were obvious keying errors. This was done in 23 cases, most commonly when it was clear that the respondent had accidentally added or omitted one or two zeros.
The third step was taken upon the observation that some respondents who were in the "Relative" frame appeared to answer Parts 3 and 4 as if they were giving a total amount. For example, instead of saying that they would save $300 with a vehicle that was 8 MPG better, these respondents appeared to enter the total amount, say $1200, that they would spend if they owned that vehicleas if they were in the "Total" frame. To correct this, I generated the implied annualized fuel cost for Parts 3 and 4 based on the response to Part 2. For respondents in the Relative frame, I then generated the annualized fuel cost as if the respondent correctly interpreted the question and as if the respondent incorrectly gave the total amount that would be spent. I then proceeded with the analysis using the answer that was closest to the correct answer. This changed 195 answers to Part 3 and 140 answers to Part 4.
Fourth, some respondents in the "Relative" frame answered in Q3.2 that they believed that their second choice vehicle had better (worse) fuel economy but then checked a box in Q3.3 that implied that fuel expenditures would be higher (lower) by some amount. They then persisted with this answer despite the computer-generated ‡ag detailed in step 1 above. Analogous mistakes were made in Part 4. To correct this, I assumed that the respondent correctly knew whether the second choice vehicle in Part 3 and the "replacement vehicle" in Part 4 had higher or lower MPG and thus whether the fuel costs would be lower or higher. This changed 16 answers to Part 3 and 66 answers to Part 4.
Fifth, responses to Part 3 and 4 that were substantially di¤erent from the true values implied by responses to Part 2 were ‡agged and not used. Speci…cally, answers were ‡agged if they were too high or too low by more than a factor of …ve, or if they were too high or too low by more than a factor of three and the implied true annualized fuel cost was greater than $1500. This eliminated 412 answers to Part 3 and 171 answers to Part 4. The outlying data eliminated through this procedure are illustrated by the "P3 Cost Flag" and "P4 Cost Flag" points in Online Appendix Figure A2 .
Sixth, cases were ‡agged if responses to Part 2 implied less than 108 vehicle-miles traveled per year, the …rst percentile of the distribution of annualized odometer readings in the National Household Travel Survey data, or more than 200,000. This ‡agged 123 cases, which were not used in the belief estimation. These cases are illustrated by the "P3 VMT Flag" and "P4 VMT Flag" points in Online Appendix Figure A2 . Seventh, individual answers to 18 additional cases were ‡agged manually for various reasons, typically because they appeared to have made a keying error, but their original intent was not obvious.
After these ‡ags were generated, cases were dropped entirely for two reasons. First, …ve cases were dropped entirely because of obviously careless answers. Second, 15 cases were dropped entirely because they had been ‡agged for the implied vehicle-miles traveled and for their responses to both Parts 3 and 4. These twenty cases were excluded before the sample weights were assigned.
There are both Type I and Type II errors in this process. On the one hand, some keying errors may not have been identi…ed, introducing error into my measure of the respondent's beliefs. On the other hand, this procedure may have removed responses that appear unusual but re ‡ect true beliefs. The process was designed to give the most reasonable measure of respondents'true beliefs.
Online Appendix III: Reporting Errors
Deviations of from unity can be divided into two categories: consumers'misperceptions and survey reporting errors. Reporting errors would result if respondents round their answers, misunderstand the survey, do not exert e¤ort to respond correctly, or do not correctly recall previous beliefs. It is not clear why reporting errors could spuriously generate the evidence of MPG Illusion that will be observed in the data. However, it may be helpful to test for evidence of potential reporting errors in order to understand the credibility of the VOAS belief elicitation.
Survey Format and Framing
One concern with comparing elicited beliefs to true values is that respondents could be confused about the questions or the survey format. The analyst could then misattribute confusion about the survey to misperception of fuel costs. For example, a response could be required in units that di¤er from how people naturally store the value: if people were asked people how many centiliters of gasoline they thought their current vehicle used per hour, the analyst would likely conclude that respondents are highly misinformed. One way in which the VOAS addressed this was to allow the "Flow" group to report gasoline costs "per week," "per month," or "per year." Almost two-thirds of the "Flow" group reported weekly fuel costs, while one-third chose to give their answers on a monthly basis, and only three percent responded in dollars per year.
Between the Total and Flow frames, the Absolute and Relative frames, and the three time units in the "Flow" frame, the questionnaire has 2 2 3 = 12 di¤erent ways of eliciting beliefs about fuel costs. Because there are a number of di¤erent frames, it is more likely that respondents will easily understand at least several. If the level and variance of is not signi…cantly di¤erent across these frames, this supports the idea that the questions were clearly understood.
Online Appendix Table A3 The data show that the mean and variance of are not signi…cantly di¤erent across the di¤erent frames. Furthermore, the coe¢ cient on the "Second Choice " variable shows that the variance of is not statistically di¤erent for beliefs elicited for the second choice vehicle in Part 3 vs. the replacement vehicle in Part 4. As we saw in Table 2 , however, the mean from Part 3 is smaller than the mean for Part 4.
The regressions also include a control for the absolute value of the di¤erence in MPG between the current vehicle and replacement vehicle. The coe¢ cient in Column (1) shows that people tend to overestimate the fuel cost di¤erences between similar vehicles. The coe¢ cient in Column (2) shows that valuation ratios are noisier for pairs of vehicles that are more similar.
Respondent E¤ort
A second potential concern is respondent e¤ort: people might understand the questions and have accurate beliefs but have no incentive to type them in during the survey. It was for this reason that the Incentive and Non-Incentive groups were included. There is a tension in this type of belief elicitation between wanting to induce su¢ cient e¤ort to report the beliefs that had existed at the time of choice and not wanting to induce additional information gathering or computational e¤ort beyond what happened at that time. Therefore, it was intentionally left vague how the …nancial incentives would be scored, and the moderate incentive levels in the VOAS were deliberately set well below the level of being incentive compatible. Online Appendix Table A3 suggests that lack of respondent e¤ort did not statistically increase the extent of misperceptions, as the Incentive Group did not have statistically di¤erent variance in .
As discussed in Allcott (2011), a question appended to the end of the VOAS provides additional evidence on how e¤ort in the survey compares to e¤ort at the time of choice. The question read, "In this survey, we asked you to calculate fuel costs fairly mathematically and precisely. Think back to the time when you were deciding whether to purchase your vehicle. At that time, how precisely did you calculate the potential fuel costs for your vehicle and other vehicles you could have bought?" All but three percent of respondents calculated fuel costs as precisely or more precisely during the survey than they did at the time of choice. This strongly suggests that the misperceptions observed in the VOAS are not simply an artifact of low respondent e¤ort.
Recall Error
A third potential concern is recall error. Respondents might understand the survey questions and might have had correct beliefs at the time of choice and be willing to report them faithfully, but they may not accurately recall the beliefs that the survey attempts to elicit. While this is theoretically plausible, there is little quantitative support for it: in Online Appendix Table A3 , Years Since Purchase is not statistically signi…cantly correlated with the variance in . As another data point, just under two thirds of all respondents correctly know whether their second choice vehicle gets better, worse, or the same fuel economy as their current vehicle. Sixty-…ve percent of people who bought more than one year ago are correctly informed, compared to 67 and 68 percent, respectively, of people who bought less than 12 and 6 months ago. Table 2 exactly except also controls for Years Since Purchase and deviation from average log(Income). Observation count slightly di¤erent from Table 2 due to a small number of missing observations of Years Since Purchase and log(Income). 
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